NORWAY
ARRIVAL
(THE FIRST NIGHT)
ARRIVAL
(The Cabin)
ARRIVAL
(The Cabin)
ARRIVAL
(MY ROOMMATES)
CITIES IN NORWAY
(ROSENDAL)
CITIES IN NORWAY
(BERGEN)
CITIES IN NORWAY
(OSLO)
CITIES IN NORWAY
(OSLO)
TEACHING IN NORWAY (HUSNES UNGDUM SKULE)
TEACHING IN NORWAY
(MY COOPERATING TEACHER)
TEACHING IN NORWAY
(MY STUDENTS)
TEACHING IN NORWAY
(MY STUDENTS)
LIVING IN NORWAY
(SUNSET... 3:30PM)
LIVING IN NORWAY
(The Fjord)
LIVING IN NORWAY
(THE FJORD HORSE)
Living in Norway

(Halloween)
LIVING IN NORWAY
(THANKSGIVING)
LIVING IN NORWAY
(CERAMICS)
LIVING IN NORWAY
(JAZZ)
LIVING IN NORWAY
(TRADITIONAL FOLK MUSIC)
LIVING IN NORWAY

(FOOD)
LIVING IN NORWAY
(CHURCH FROM 1250)
LIVING IN NORWAY
(COFFEE...COFFEE...COFFEE...)
SAYING GOODBYE